ACCELERATED LEARNING SKILLS
PROGRAM
Age : 9 to 13
WHAT IS THE PROGRAM
ABOUT?
This is a program designed by
integrating NLP Learning
Strategies and Methods ; Whole
Brain Learning Methods and ;
NLP Principles and Processes to
enable one to accelerate ones
learning.
It is a Six month one on one
program: That empowers your
child with skills and strategies to
learn easily and faster ; Apply all
the learning skills to each subject
at school to produce amazing
results and ; to develop
empowering beliefs about
learning and feel confident.

Who is this Program for ?
1. Does your child want to learn how to learn fast and
easily?
2. Does your child who is studying well want to achieve
even better results at school, go to the next level?
or
3. Do you find that your child is unable to study well
and that it takes a longer time to revise or study their
portions?
4. Do you want your child to feel confident about
themselves in the context of learning and exams?
6. Do you want them to be able to study on their own
and plan their own studies before exams?
7. Do you find your child studying sincerely but is
unable to recall or finds it difficult to express entirely
what they have learnt or understood while writing
answers?
Then you may find this program useful!

Accelerated Learning Skills
The Accelerated Learning Skills are methodologies
that help students not only to learn more rapidly and
easily but also enable them to understand better.
Applying these methods help students learn naturally
and rediscover the Joy of Learning.

What is Whole Brain Learning?
The breakthrough discovery is knowing now that
our brain has two upper hemispheres rather than
one. The two sides of our brain the left and the right
brain have different functions. Studies show
Geniuses like Einstein, Leonardo Da Vinci and
Mozart used both sides of their brain to unlock
their potential. When both hemispheres are engaged
in learning we call it Whole Brain Learning.

What is NLP?
Neuro Linguistic Programming -NLP,
is a Revolutionary approach and understanding in
HOW we think and behave.

What is NLP - Contd

NLP helps in reprogramming one’s mind for faster and
easier learning, for overcoming fears, for increasing
confidence, for enriching relationships and for
achieving greater success.
NLP enables one to choose their mental, emotional and
physical states and helps one to communicate
effectively & powerfully with themselves and with
others.
NLP provides tools and skills for the development of
excellence, and establishes a system of empowering
beliefs and presuppositions about our thoughts, our
communication and effective change.

Some of what your children will learn
1.Spellings and Vocabulary using the NLP Visual
Strategy: Learn the unique NLP spelling strategy that
Excellent spellers use. Also learn the latest strategy to
learn vocabulary. These techniques will help in easily
recalling spellings and meanings.

2.Accelerated Reading Skills: We have designed the
Accelerated Reading process combining NLP with the
some methods in speed reading and principles of
accelerated learning. This helps students to read faster
and at the same time it amazingly improves their
Comprehension, Concentration and Recall.

3.Exercises for Whole Brain Learning: Students will
learn to enhance whole-brain learning by doing a
series of movements that activate the brain. These
activities make all types of learning easier and
are specially effective with academic skills.

4. Math Strategies: Students will learn strategies to
better learn basic math skills and also to develop the
ability to conceptualize and understand Math making
it easy and fun.
5. How to develop a Super Memory: The Students will
learn how to effectively store, retrieve and
recall information. They will also learn to apply
Memory principles like power of Association and
Imagination. Different memory systems like Linking
and Pegging will be taught.
6. Whole Brain Note Making or Mind Maps: Students
will learn to make notes using whole brain methods.
This will help students to learn and review chapters
easily. They will also learn to use Mind maps as a
thinking tool.
7. Writing Skills and Verbal Public Speaking Skills:
Students will learn how to verbalise their thoughts in
debates, elocutions, class recitals.They will also learn
how to write answers for questions and be creative
while writing essays, stories,

8. We will be using NLP to help children to
- Learn to enjoy Subjects Easily
- Prepare well for Exams
- Boost Confidence & Self Esteem
- Develop Inner Motivation to study
- Enhance the Power of Focus
- Develop Empowering Beliefs in academics
- Manage time for studying
- Set Academic Goals and Achieve them.

The Process
- The children will first learn the Accelerated learning
Skills and Strategies as mentioned above.
- Along side they will begin to access empowering beliefs
about learning.
- I will then coach them to use these skills for two
chapters in each subject so that they know how to apply
them and also discover their learning style.
- Then they will be coached to develop their ability to
communicate in written as well as verbal
communication, Eg: Writing essays, composition,
narrating stories, speaking on a Topic.

Program Details
One On One weekly 60 - 90 minutes online session
Duration : Six Months
Age group : 9yrs to 13 yrs
Fee : 25,000/-

This Program has been designed using skills and methodologies that
have been developed by experts. Since 2004 this program has
successfully enabled many children to become independent confident
learners.

Reivent Coaching and Consulting
Facilitator and Coach - Manjiri Jawadekar
Neoway NLP Life And Performance Coach
Certified Neoway Accelerated Learning skills with NLP Coach
www.manjiricoach.com
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